
 

 

PANEL RESULTS & COMMENTS 

2018 PROJECT SUPPORT II 
 

Far West Center 
 
  
Your Project Title: Open Art Studio for Recovery from Serious Mental Illness. 

Your Project Summary: The project consists of weekly Open Art Studio sessions either for clients who have 

completed our more structured art therapy program, AHH! Art Helps and Heals, or for those who want to 

try an art experience before committing to the more intensive AHH! program. Open Studio participants seek 

a supportive setting to progress in recovery by creating art, learning a new skill or a healthy way to 

communicate. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel felt that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application that 

the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5,000 

 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     

Sean Benolken 

(New York, NY) 

Ernest Disney-Britton 

(Indianapolis, IN) 

Laurel Fisher 

(Nashville, TN) 

Elisheba Johnson  

(Seattle, WA) 

Brittnie Knight  

(Philadelphia, PA) 

 

On the next page you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the 

question: With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s 

three funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2018-PS-II-Panel-Guide-for-Web.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: I liked that this application so closely aligns with the mission of this non-arts organization, whose 

mission includes “…culturally relevant behavioral healthcare services….” They knew their community and 

defined it geographically, identity, and by their affinity of having a “curiosity about art.” The plan of action is 

clear and appropriate just as is their budget. My one concern is about who will be involved in leading the 

project. I was confused over the roles played by Denise Ayres. “She is the ‘face of art therapy’” but while 

the narrative describes her as a “licensed social worker,” I’m unclear if she is also the registered art 

therapist. I suspect this is a typo? Either way, this application provides evidence throughout the application 

that funding criteria are fully met. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The application presented a compelling, thorough case for support with clear public benefit at 

the heart of the art therapy program. The objectives, budget and service delivery was all effectively 

articulated. The Far West Center demonstrated a strong organizational capacity to execute this program 

and their commitment to healing through artistic expression is well-outlined. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The Far West Center offers completely free art therapy programming to those struggling with 

severe mental illness. Based on evidence and research, the program has developed an art therapy to 

supplement their clients' regular session-based therapy. They've very clearly identified the public need for 

low cost-free programming based on the economic struggle in which their identified community exists within. 

Not only is the programming free, but they offer transportation options for those that may not be able to 

transport themselves to the center. This program absolutely responds to its community, and have adapted 

their programming to meet the needs of their community. I would encourage partnerships locally, or at least 

identifying those partnerships more prominently. In relation to artistic excellence, they have identified the 

excellence in the capability of art to empower their community. This application does in fact meet the funding 

criteria. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: This application provides evidence that the funding criteria have been met. It included detailed 

goals in terms of how many people they hope to serve and the level of participation they hope to have from 

each participant. The support materials were very strong; especially the personal stories of past 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 4 
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participants. The team who is developing and facilitating programming are well qualified. And the Far West 

Center seems committed to this program by their commitment to match any CAC funds awarded with funds 

from their general operating fund. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: This project meets the criteria of public benefit. The organization understands the needs of its 

community and meaningfully serves its community by providing needed arts resources. 

 

 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin  India Pierre-Ingram 
manager – project support associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     ipierreingram@cacgrants.org 

 216.515.8303 x101  216.515.8303 x107

Panelist 5 
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